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The equival ent creep-s train increm ent ~EeQc is compu ted from
any flow relation ship selecte d,
which can be in a functio nal form in terms of factors such as stress,
temper ature, and fabric,
and vary from elemen t to elemen t to reflect the conditi ons at that
point in the unknow n.
C. F. RAYMOND: Your approa ch seems to emphas ize strain increme
nts, stress increme nts, and
displac ement. In glaciol ogy we have been used to thinkin g of
ice as a fluid, at least for the
purpos e ofpracti :cal calcula tions to glacier flow. We think in terms
of strain-r ate and velocity .
Why have you chosen this approa ch and can it conven iently accoun
t for progres sive change in
structu re and conseq uent effect on rheolog y caused by strain?
EMERY: The increm ental initial-s train finite-e lement method was
selecte d to simulat e small
displac ement ice-flow problem s as it has been develop ed, and
successfully applied , over a
numbe r of years in geomec hanics, and can handle a numbe r of
the aspects conside red important such as initial states of stress and temper ature, basal sliding,
and functio nal non-lin ear
flow relation ships. Essenti ally, an elasto-v isco-pla stic approa ch
is involve d, that with the
current extensio n to large displac ements through an implici t
method should be capabl e of
simulat ing instabil ity problem s such as surging. One of the
very positiv e features of the
finite-e lement method is the capabil ity of using a wide range of
constitu tive relation ships if the
necessa ry materia ls charact erizatio n is availab le. Since a marchi
ng-forw ard proced ure is
involve d, the flow relation ship for each elemen t (and the stiffness
) can be modified at each
time step to reflect change s in stress, temper ature, fabric, etc.
This is incorpo rated into the
program mes, but it must be emphas ized again, that such modific
ations depend on being able
to charact erize the ice.
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ABSTRACT. A major questio n in ice-she et dynami cs is the state
of balanc e betwee n the
net mass input and ice flow. Since an imbala nce produc es a change
in surface elevatio n, the
state of balance can be studied by monito ring the elevati on, and
this has been accomp lished
by surface -Ievelin g techniq ues in a few location s. Due to the
require ment for accurat e and
repetiti ve measur ements over large areas, it is not practic al to determ
ine the status of balanc e
of an entire ice sheet or even a major drainag e basin by conven tional
techniq ues. Now, recent
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results from satellite-borne radar altimeter measurements over the Greenland ice sheet
demonstrate the feasibility of accurately measuring and monitoring the topography of large
ice masses. The application of this new technique offers the possibility of making a meaningful
mass-balance determination and for detecting actual or potential ice-sheet surges.
The initial analysis of the GEOS-3 satellite radar-altimeter data showed an accuracy of
about two meters (Brooks and others, 1978) . The major residual uncertainty was due to
inaccuracies in the determination of the satellite orbital position. This uncertainty has been
reduced by minimization of differences in the elevations observed at intersections of the
satellite-nadir tracks. By using only intersections over the adjacent ocean, a solution is
obtained that is independent of any actual elevation changes during the time intervals
between the intersection of the tracks. The improved accuracy thus obtained has made it
possible to analyze the data for elevation changes that might have occurred during the
three-year period of data collection by GEOS-3.
A topographic map having a contour interval of 10 m has been constructed for most of
the Greenland ice sheet south of lat. 65° N. The present results have not been corrected for the
effect of surface slope (Robin, 1966; Brooks and others, 1978). Therefore, the true surface may
lie below the indicated surface by as much as t1h = ha 2 /2 (e.g. t1h = 4.7 m for surface slope
a = 1/300 and satellite altitude h = 844 km). Since the altimeter measurement is the distance
to the mean surface within the altimeter footprint (footprint diameter is 3.6 km), slopes or
undulations having horizontal extent small compared to the footprint have little effect.
Correction for the effect of slopes having a larger horizontal scale can be made provided the
data set is sufficiently dense.
Surface undulations or waves of various amplitudes and wavelengths are observed on the
ice sheet. Over much of the surface, waves on the order of 10 m amplitude and 10 km in
wavelength appear to be predominant. These observed wavelengths are about six times the
ice thickness, which is consistent with Budd's (1969) conclusion that surface undulations
having wavelengths 2 to 10 times the ice thickness should be predominant with the shorter and
longer wavelengths generated by bedrock irregularities being more severely damped within
the ice. The surface topography is also observed to be more irregular near the southernmo~
portion of the ice sheet due to the more irregular bedrock topography.
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DISCUSSION
T . J. HUGHEs: The altitude changes you might detect over a decade or so by this method can
reflect either mass-balance changes or snow-density changes related to climatic warming or
cooling over the decade. Can other satellite remote-sensing methods allow you to distinguish
between these possibilities.
H.]. ZWALLY: Not directly, but microwave techniques can provide information on firn grain
size, accumulation, and temperature which may be related to firn compaction. However,
understanding of the magnitude of possible firn compaction effects due to climatic temperature changes, or accumulation changes, requires additional field and theoretical studies offirn
compaction processes.
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C. R. BENTLEY: How many satellite crossing lines are there in the large-scale (IQ m contour
line) map of surface elevations around the dome area?
ZWALLY: This preliminary map includes only about
features are probably artificial.

12

lines. Therefore, some of the smaller
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ABSTRACT. Size, shape, and surface albedo of former ice sheets are needed in order to
model atmospheric circulation for the CLIMAP 18000 years B.P. experiment. Both the size
and shape of an ice sheet depend on the hardness of ice and its coupling to bedrock. Ice
hardness is controlled by ice temperature and fabric, which are not adequately described by
any ice flow law. Ice-bed coupling is controlled by bed roughness and basal melt water,
which are not adequately described by any ice sliding law. With these inadequacies in mind,
we assumed equilibrium ice-sheet conditions 18000 years ago and combined the standard
steady-state flow and sliding laws of ice with the equation of mass balance to obtain separate
basal shear-stress variations along ice-sheet flow lines for a frozen bed when the flow law
dominates and for a melted bed when the sliding law dominates. Theoretical basal shearstress variations were then derived for freezing and melting beds on the assumption that
separate melted areas of the bed had water films of constant thickness which expanded and
merged for a melting bed but contracted and separated for a freezing bed. Theoretical basal
shear-stress variations were also derived for ice streams along marine ice-sheet margins and
ice lobes along terrestrial ice-sheet margins on the assumption that the entire area of their bed
was wet so that further melting increased the water-layer thickness, which would then be
decreased by freezing. Melting was assumed to continue to the grounding line of an ice stream
and the minimum-slope surface inflection line of an ice lobe, where freezing began and
continued to the ice-lobe terminus. Ice-bed uncoupling is complete at an ice-stream grounding line and maximized at an ice-lobe minimum-slope inflection line, so ice velocity and
consequent generation of frictional heat were assumed to reach maxima across these lines.
Theoretical basal shear-stress variations were derived for the zone of converging flow at the
heads of ice streams and ice lobes, and from domes to saddles along the ice divide for both
frozen and mel ted beds.
Criteria based on the glacial geology and topography were developed to assess which areas
underneath ice sheets 18 000 years ago were covered by freezing, frozen, melting, or melted
beds, ice streams or lobes, and ice domes or saddles. Our ice sheets were then reconstructed
using a finite-difference model that requires as input the ice thickness near the ice-sheet margin,
the basal topography under ice-sheet surface flow lines, flow-line lengths, and basal shearstress variations along flow lines. Initial ice thicknesses could be somewhat arbitrary because
they only affected the flow-line surface profile close to the ice-sheet margin. Present bed
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